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EDI,TORLiL 

At the October meeting of the Wader Study Group, one of the editors, in 
reporting the progress and present state of the Bulletin, reviewed its aims 
and their degree of achievement so far. The meeting decided that this 
review ought to be published in the Bulletin, taking into account some of the 
resulting •Liscussion. It is the hope of the editors that what follows will 
be considered by readers as very much open for discussion and they would 
welcome l•urther comments. 

The poten•i'al functions of the Bulletin can be grouped usefully under three 
headings: (i) an information service, (ii) encouraging the analysis and 
publication of data, especially where there is an accumulated backlog, and 
(iii) helping fMrther research by keeping workers ir•formed of other studies 
and methods, arranging cooperative ventures, etc. Although some parts of 
the Bulletins contents fall into more than one of these categories, we shall 
consider below how well these functions are being fulfilled. 

Information S.e..rvice 
The Bulletin publishes announcements, notices and requests for information 
or assistance. As far as we can tell from readers' comments, this seems to 
be fairly satisfactory or, •perhaps more correctly, the means of improvement 
do not lie in our hands. This concerns requests for information which 
(apart from colour-marking sightings) are notoriously poor in drawing 
responses. Possibly they are too easily forgotten. Perhaps readers might 
bear in mind that people only take the trouble to make a request for 
information when they have a serious intention to analyse such material. 
In our attempt to overcome this problem, we are including a list of current 
requests which refer• to the latest issues of the Bulletin in which addresses 
and details appear. We anticipate that this summary will appear in each 
Bulletin. 

Also partly under this heading are the lists of recent recoveries and recent 
publications. Readers ap.pear to be happy with those, but please remember that 
the recent publications list benefits from all additional references supplied, 
particularly those in fairly obscure, local or some foreign Journals. Please 
send in (to MWP) a note (or reprint) of any publication by yourself or others 
when publiehod or of it, if ,it .has been omitted from previous lists. 
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Encoura•in• analysis and publication 
Generally, this seems to, be working well. The Bulletin provides a forum for 
publication of preliminary results and sounding out of ideas, as well as for 
interim publication on species for which recoveries or measurements accumulate 
at a slow rate. A preliminary paper in the Bulletin is not a substitute 
for subsequent publication in a rocognised and widely-circulated journal, either 
as so.on as analysis is complete or when slowly acc. umulating data allow. 
It is perhaps also useful to note 'that the Bulletin does not have a waiting 
list: articles normally appear 'in the next Bulletin after their receipt. 
There may be many advantages, therefore, in preparing preliminary reports', 
as many ornithological journals now have waiting lists of over two years - 
although 'British Birds' and 'Ringing •' and Migration' are notable exceptions. 
The appearance of initial reports in the WSG Bulletin definitely does not 
preclude publication elsewhere. 

We have noted recently many Cases of authors of journal papers making 
reference to articles in WSG Bulletins. While the editors of the Bulletin 

make every effort to ensure that statements and conclusions in analytical 
articles are adequately supported by the evidence presented, these articles 
are usually of a preliminary or speculative nature. There is certainly no 
objection in principle to reference being made to such analyses, and indeed, 
it is right that appropriate credit should be given. We request, hOwover• 
that authors should bear in mind 'the above considerations when making 
reference to papers in the WSG Bulletin. The editors would be pleased to 
assist in cases of difficulty. They are also very ready to advise anyone 
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thinking of writing an article for the Bulletin and to comment on preliminary 
drafts.,. if 'so desired. 

Aiding further research by in•0'•at•ion exchange and assisting' of cooperative 
ventures. In many ways this aspec t embraces and •xtends the two earlier 
headings. It is probably also the area in which most scope for impro•emsnt 
lies. The, largest gap which we can see at present concerns information 
on the interests of the various groups and individuals, together with 
outlines 6f ' particular studies in progress. 

One w•y in which the Bulletin has tried, to cover this is by the l•st of 
ringing tOitals. Recently, howeversa. very few ringers have submitted these 
and it had been our intention to discontinue this item. Despite this, 
meetings o:f the WSG have twice asked for the totals list to be continued and, 
in an at%•e•pt to carry out this wish, we intend to attach to each Bulletin 
a simple' form to act as a reminder in this matter. The form with this 
Bulletin Should be returned in March with the totals for the period October 
to Februa•ry inclusive. This is not a competition for 'the largest ringing 
totals b•t a simple means of keeping each other informed on which species 
our activities are concentrated. We would be delighted if ringers overseas 
were also prepared to return these forms. 

A second innovation in this general area is what we hope will become a series 
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of articles outlining the activities of various groups. More of this is 
said elsewhere but we are hoping for moro of this sort of article from both 
Britain and elsewhere.-.•not, incidentally, at the cost of analytical articles, 
but in addition to them. '.-• .' 
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• havo outlined•our ideas abovo;•what are yours? We would welcome your 
commehts and, even more so, •ur articles. 

CURRENT REQUESTS ,FOR IN,FOIl, ,•TIO N 

It. is Undoubtedly very easy to forgot about continuing requosts for information. 
This sort of study can, however, be very useful i• providing enough material 
•for õnalysis in situations where a' single worker •r group are unlikely to 
accumulate sufficient ,For this reason we are listing below those requests 
which•are currently.together with a note of the Bulletin in which full details 
and addresses .can be found. '. •. •' ß 

Colour-ringed or dyed waders: various schemes. Tony Prater will'forward 
records to ap p ropriate persons. 

Weights of re,,•trapped Rin•od Plover chicks Bull 17 (April 76) . :, , .:: . . . ß ß ß 

Japk Snipe, all a•p•.9t s. Bull. !S 
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WADE• .CATCH,,IN_G ON T,!•E, RI_BBL E 

In the near future it is hoped to establish a pr•gra•m'•'• o•? r(•lar wader can, ion 
netting on the Ribblo Estuary. At present th• South Wt•st Lancashire Ringi.,qg 
Group has some Wash equipment on loan, and has made two catches, one of 
Sanderling and one of 0ystercatcher. The Ribble holds vo• large n•bers of 
waders (it was second only to Morecambe Bay in the 1973/4 Estuaries Enquiry 
counts), and to date is virtually unworkod, with respect to wader ringing. 
If •yone is interested in the prospect of ca•on nc•ting on the Ribblo, 
could they please contact Ian Bainbridge, Dept. of Biolo•, Liverpool 
Polytechnic, •rom Street, Liver•ol 3 


